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Executive summary

Partially observable Markov decision processes (POMDPs) provide a principled mathematical framework
for modelling the uncertainty inherent in spoken dialogue systems. However, conventional POMDPs
scale poorly with the size of state and observation space. This report describes a variation of the classic
POMDP called the Hidden Information State (HIS) model whichis a practical implementation of the
core Bayes Network underpinning the formulation of dialog as a partially observable Markov decision
process. The key idea of the HIS system is that a belief distribution over an extremely large state space
can be represented efficiently by grouping states together into partitions. Initially, all states are deemed
to be in a single partition with belief unity. As the dialog progresses, the partitions are split and belief is
redistributed amongst the splits. Eventually, some partitions become very low in cardinality, and in the
limit singletons. Action selection is then dominated by these low cardinality partitions. The overall result
is that full-scale POMDP belief maintenance is achieved without ever explicitly calculating the beliefs of
(the majority of) irrelevant states. Furthermore, partitions are represented efficiently using tree structures
and these tree structures also provide a very natural representation for real-world knowledge.

This report is in two parts. The first part presents the theoretical basis of the HIS model and explains the
major algorithms and data structures. This report is also published as a CUED technical report number
CUED/F-INFENG/TR.544 (2005). The second part briefly describes the software implementation of the
HIS model in the form of a C++ class library.
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Part I

The Hidden Information State Approach to
Dialogue Management

1 Introduction

The structure of a conventional dialogue system is shown in Fig. 1 both in terms of a block diagram
showing the data flow, and an influence diagram showing the dependencies from one time slot (i.e. turn) to
the next. The processing involved in a single dialog turn proceeds as follows. A dialog manager generates
a prompt to the user in the form of a machine dialog actAm. This is converted to an acoustic signalYm and
subsequently interpreted by the user asÃm. The user has a state which encodes both a goal to achieveSu

and the dialog historySd. On receiving,Ãm the user updates this state and generates a user dialog actAu.
This is converted to an acoustic signalYu and interpreted by the system’s speech understanding component
to giveÃu. The dialog system maintains its own view of the world in state variableSm. The estimatẽAu is
used to update this estimate of the machine’s state and basedon this updated estimate, the dialog manager
generates a new machine dialog actAm.

Although greatly simplified, this description of the dialogturn cycle applies to nearly all existing systems.
In particular, the information state update approach (ISU)to dialog system design can be viewed as a
direct implementation of this model [1].

However, although it is simple and intuitive, this traditional deterministic dialog model has a number of
severe weaknesses. Firstly, and crucially, in real systems, the estimate of the user’s dialog actÃu will be
extremely noisy. Hence, the system stateSm must be updated based on a “best guess” ofAu and since
this best guess will often be wrong, the system state can be easily corrupted by erroneous information.
This will typically lead to misunderstanding and confusion, requiring a perhaps lengthy recovery dialog to
repair it. The incidence of this problem can be reduced by making use of a confidence measure output by
the speech understanding component. This measure providesan estimate ofP(ÃujYu) which is typically
compared with a threshold and based on the result eitherÃu is accepted as true, or it is queried with the
user. Unfortunately, however, confidence measures themselves are unreliable, and there is no clear basis
for setting the threshold.

A second problem with the traditional architecture is that speech understanding errors are not the only
source of uncertainty: the user’s goals and intentions are uncertain and can change over time. Thus, a
model of the user’s goals and intentions must be integrated into the overall dialog management process.

A final problem with the traditional architecture is the determinism itself. In order to implement optimal
dialog strategies, a system must predict the future in orderto plan for differing eventualities. Since exact
prediction is not possible, such plans can only be probabilistic and, as with the use of confidence thresh-
olds, these can only be used in a very crude way by a deterministic decision process. Also, of course,
it is very hard to adapt deterministic systems from trainingdata, and in practice, adaptation is limited to
manual system tuning following an off-line analysis of system logs. This process is labour intensive and
cannot be extended to automatic on-line adaptation.

As has been argued previously, taking a statistical approach to spoken dialog system design provides the
opportunity for solving many of the above problems in a flexible and principled way[2]. Early attempts at
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Figure 1: A traditional Spoken Dialog System along with its corresponding influence diagram

using a statistical approach modelled the dialog system as aMarkov decision process (MDP)[3]. MDPs
provide a good statistical framework since they allow forward planning and hence dialog policy optimi-
sation through reinforcement learning. However, they suffer from a number of problems. Firstly, and
crucially, MDPs assume that the machine state is observable. Hence, they cannot account for either the
uncertainty in the user state (Su andSd in Fig. 1), or the uncertainty in the decoded user’s dialog act (Ãu

in Fig. 1). Secondly, and perhaps less obviously, the MDP approach provides a poor interface for inte-
grating heuristics. The main problem is that heuristics typically involve making hard decisions based on
the assumed system state. However, in the case of an MDP, the assumed system state might be incorrect.
To deal with this, the state must be expanded to include confidence measures so that the heuristics can
deal explicitly with the uncertainty. However, this rapidly leads to an excessively large state space and
complex heuristics.

A more general alternative to the fully observable MDP is thePartially Observable MDP (POMDP)[4].
A dialog system based on a POMDP maintains a distribution over all possible states. This distribution is
called thebelief stateand dialog policies are based on this belief state rather than the true underlying state.
The key advantage of the POMDP formalism is that it provides acomplete and principled framework for
modelling the main sources of uncertainty. Furthermore, when cast as a so-called Spoken Dialog System
POMDP ( SDS-POMDP)[5, 6], the framework also allows heuristics to be incorporated in a very simple
way since the principal components on which the heuristics depend (e.g.Su and Au) are by definition
assumed to be true. In computational terms, this means that in an MDP heuristics are executed once per
turn but have to be programmed to explicitly take account of uncertainty. In a POMDP, heuristics are
much simpler to program because the state is assumed correct. They do however have to be executed
many times per turn, once for each possible state value.

The use of POMDPs for any practical system is, however, far from straightforward. Since a belief distri-
butionb of a discrete stateSof cardinalityn+1 lies in real-valuedn-dimensional simplex, a POMDP can
be thought of as an MDP with a continuous state spaceb2ℜn. Thus, assuming that the POMDP machine
has a finite set of actions to select from, a POMDP policy is a mapping from partitions in n-dimensional
belief space to actions. Not surprisingly these are extremely difficult to construct and whilst exact solution
algorithms such as the Witness algorithm [7] do exist, they rarely scale to problems with more than a
few states/actions. Fortunately, there are a number of waysof finding approximate solutions which are
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sufficiently accurate to yield useful results. Firstly, theplanning horizon can be reduced to zero such that
actions are selected based on immediate utilities. This reduces the POMDP to a greedy decision-theoretic
controller. It does not solve the problem of accounting for the future effects of decisions, but it does al-
low for all of the various sources of uncertainty to be modelled and accounted for in the decision making
process[8]. Secondly, approximate solutions such as grid-based methods[9] and point-based value iter-
ation can be used [10]. These allow problems with several hundreds of state/actions to be handled, and
although these are not sufficient by themselves to deal with real world systems, used in conjunction with
state-mapping schemes such as the summary-POMDP method, they offer promise of a way forward[11].

Whatever approach is taken to the construction of policies,there is an other fundamental barrier to using
POMDPs in spoken dialog systems. Real systems deal with real-world knowledge which is complex, hier-
achical, and multi-valued. The potential state-space of even a simple travel booking system is enormous.
Furthermore, dialog acts cannot easily be enumerated as a simple finite set. The types of act (request,
inform, etc) are easily enumerated, but the arguments to such acts (names of places, prices, dates, etc) are
not so simple. Whereas research into MDPs was able to side-step this problem on the grounds that only
a few global indicators needed to be modelled[12, 13], a central claim of the POMDP approach is that
it is truly holistic and, in particular, propositional content should not be ignored. Thus, whilst POMDPs
provide a theoretical framework for modelling complete dialog systems, what is also needed in practice is
a framework which can integrate the applicable knowledge representations with the appropriate statistical
models.

This report describes the development Bayes Network framework which can support POMDP’s with very
large hierarchical state spaces. It is inspired by the information state approach to dialog system implemen-
tation, and hence it is called the Hidden Information State (HIS) framework for statistical dialog systems.
The key idea of the HIS system is that a belief distribution over an extremely large state space can be
represented efficiently by grouping states together into partitions[14, 15, 16, 17]. Initially, all states are
deemed to be in a single partition with belief unity. As the dialog progresses, the partitions are split and
belief is redistributed amongst the splits. Eventually, some partitions become very low in cardinality, and
in the limit singletons. Action selection is then dominatedby these low cardinality partitions. The over-
all result is that full-scale POMDP belief maintenance is achieved without ever explicitly calculating the
beliefs of (the majority of) irrelevant states. Furthermore, partitions are represented efficiently using tree
structures and these tree structures also provide a very natural representation for real-world knowledge.

The remainder of this report is structured as follows. Section 2 briefly reviews the general framework of
the Spoken Dialog System POMDP (SDS-POMDP) and section 3 explains how the HIS system fits into
this framework. Section 4 then describes the implementation of the HIS system in some detail. Section 5
presents the current greedy theoretic policy implementation, and finally, section 6 discusses future work
and conclusions.

2 The SDS-POMDP

The aim of this section is to review the basic POMDP equationsand then present a factored form called the
SDS-POMDP which is suitable for spoken dialogue systems[5,6]. This lays the foundation for describing
the HIS model in the following section.
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2.1 Review of POMDPs

Formally, a POMDP is defined as a tuplefS;Am;T;R;O;Z;λ;b0g whereS is a set of states;Am is a set of
actions that the machine may take;T defines a transition probabilityP(s0js;am); R defines the expected
(immediate, real-valued) rewardr(s;am); O is a set of observations;Z defines an observation probability
P(o0js0;am); λ is a geometric discount factor 0� λ � 1; andb0 is an initial belief stateb0(s).
The POMDP operates as follows. At each time-step, the machine is in some unobserved states2 S.
Sinces is not known exactly, a distribution over states is maintained called a ”belief state,”b, with initial
belief stateb0. Thus, the probability of being in states given belief stateb is b(s). Based on the current
belief stateb, the machine selects an actionam 2 Am, receives a rewardr(s;am), and transitions to a new
(unobserved) states0, wheres0 depends only onsandam. The machine then receives an observationo0 2O
which is dependent ons0 andam. The belief distribution is then updated based ono0 andam.

The belief update equations are easily derived using Bayes rule:

b0(s0) = P(s0jo0;am;b)= P(o0js0;am;b)P(s0jam;b)
P(o0jam;b)= P(o0js0;am;b)∑s2SP(s0jam;b;s)P(sjam;b)

P(o0jam;b)= P(o0js0;am)∑s2SP(s0jam;s)b(s)
P(o0jam;b)= k �P(o0js0;am)∑

s2S

P(s0jam;s)b(s) (1)

wherek is a normalising constant. In equation 1, the summation usesthe transition probability to predict
each next states0 as an expectation wrt to the belief state over preceding states. The observation term
before the summation weights the prediction for each new state s0 based on the likelihood that the most
recent observationo0 could have been generated froms0.
Note that the action taken by the machine at each time step depends on the complete distributionb. This
is often initially a flat distribution reflecting ignorance.At each time-step, the belief state distribution b
is updated based on the new observation, and typically this will result in the distribution “sharpening”
around specific states.

At each time stept, the machine receives a rewardR(bt ;am;t) based on the current belief statebt and the
selected actionam;t . The cumulative, infinite horizon, discounted reward is called thereturnand it is given
by:

R = ∞

∑
t=0

λtR(bt ;am;t ) (2)= ∞

∑
t=0

λt ∑
s2S

bt(s)r(s;am;t ): (3)

Each actionam;t is determined by a policyπ(bt) and it is the goal of the machine to find the policyπ� which
maximises the return. Such a policy is called an optimal policy. Since belief space is a real-valued simplex,
the policy can be viewed as a partitioning of belief space into regions, where each region corresponds to
the single unique action which should be taken if the currentbelief state lies in that region.
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Finding the optimal policy involves using the transition matrix to predict the reward expected from each
state for each possible machine action. This is very similarto the forward-backward algorithm of E-M
and for regular fully observed Markov Decision Processes, it is essentially a dynamic programming search
over a discrete state space. POMDPs solutions are much more complex, however, because the state space
is effectively continuous. As mentioned in the introduction, exact solution algorithms do exist (e.g. see
the Witness Algorithm [7, 4]) but they can only handle very small problems. Fortunately, approximate
solutions can handle significantly larger problems (e.g. Perseus [10]).

For cases where the model is unknown or there is insufficient data to estimate accurately, on-line learn-
ing techniques analogous to Q-learning are also possible. For example, active learning can be used to
simultaneously update an approximate model whilst optimising the return[18].

2.2 The SDS-POMDP: a factored POMDP for spoken dialog systems

Referring back to Fig. 1, it can be seen that the state space represented by the dialog modelSm must entail
the user goal and dialog state and since these cannot be observed, Sm must correspond to a distribution
over those states. In addition, since the last user act is also uncertain, it is convenient to include it also
within the unobserved state space. This suggests that the state space of a POMDP for dialog systems
should be factored as follows. First, the unobserved state is factored into 3 components:

s = (su;au;sd): (4)

The system stateSm then becomes the belief stateb oversu, au andsd, i.e.

sm = b(su;au;sd): (5)

The observationo is the estimate of the user dialog act ˜au. In the general case this will be an N-best list of
hypothesised user acts, each with an associated probability, i.e.

o = [(ã1
u; p1);(ã2

u; p2); : : : ;(ãN
u ; pN)℄ (6)

such that

P(ãn
ujo) = pn; n= 1: : :N (7)

The transition function for an SDS-POMDP follows directly by substituting equation 4 into the regular
POMDP transition function and making some reasonable independence assumptions, i.e.

P(s0js;am) = P(s0u;a0u;s0djsu;au;sd;am)= P(s0ujsu;am)P(a0ujs0u;am)P(s0djs0u;a0u;sd;am) (8)

Making similar reasonable independence assumptions regarding the observation function gives,

P(o0js0;am) = P(o0js0u;a0u;s0d;am)= P(o0ja0u) (9)

This is theobservation model.
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The above factoring simplifies the belief update equation since substituting equation 8 and equation 9 into
equation 1 gives

b0(s0u;a0u;s0d) = (10)

k �P(o0ja0u) ∑
su;au;sd

P(s0ujsu;am)P(a0ujs0u;am)P(s0djs0u;a0u;sd;am)b(su;au;sd)= k �P(o0ja0u)P(a0ujs0u;am)∑
su

P(s0ujsu;am)∑
sd

P(s0djs0u;a0u;sd;am)∑
au

b(su;au;sd)= k � P(o0ja0u)| {z }
observation

model

P(a0ujs0u;am)| {z }
user action

model

∑
su

P(s0ujsu;am)| {z }
user goal

model

∑
sd

P(s0djs0u;a0u;sd;am)| {z }
dialog
model

b(su;sd) (11)

As shown by the labelling to equation 11, the probability distribution fora0u is called theuser action model.
It allows the observation probability that is conditioned on a0u to be scaled by the probability that the user
would speaka0u given the goals0u and the last system promptam. The user goal modeldetermines the
probability of the user goal switching fromsu to s0u following the system promptam. Finally, thedialog
modelrepresents the transition matrix for the dialog state component. This term provides the primary
hook for incorporating heuristics into the system. In particular, it allows information relating to the dialog
history to be maintained such as grounding and focus.

3 The Hidden Information State dialog model

Having described the general form of the SDS-POMDP in the previous section, this section derives a
specific form of SDS-POMDP called the Hidden Information State model.

Although the factoring introduced in the last section is helpful, the size of the state spaces needed to rep-
resent real-world dialog systems would quickly render a direct SDS-POMDP implementation intractable.
The dialog state component is computed heuristically and aswill be explained later, this results in a rel-
atively small set of dialog states being tracked from turn toturn. However, the user goal and action state
components require reasonably accurate distributions to be maintained and this is not easy since the size
of the user goal space is enormous and the user actions cannoteven be enumerated. The HIS model deals
with these two components in different ways.

Consider first the user action model. As shown by equation 11,the user action component of the state
space is memoryless, i.e. the value of the previous user action au is not required to apply the belief update
equation. This means that the distribution fora0u can be approximated by considering just those user
action values which are deemed to have non-zero probabilities in the current turn. These will be precisely
those actions which appear in the N-best list of hypotheses from the speech understanding component. To
guard against the case of very poor recognition resulting inthe correct value ofa0u being dropped from the
observation altogether, anull action is always included with a floor probability representing all of the user
acts not in the N-best list.1

To deal with the user goal component, it is necessary to be a little more specific about what is meant by a
user goal. The initial target of the HIS model is database inquiry applications such as traffic information,
tourist information, flight booking, etc. In this context, auser goal is deemed to be a specific entity that

1Note that in the context of a POMDP-based spoken dialog system, the termsuser actand user actionare
synonymous.
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the user has in mind. For example, in a tourist information system, the user might be wishing to find
a moderately priced restaurant near to the theatre. The userwould interact with the system, effectively
refining his or her query until an appropriate establishmentwas found. If the user wished to find an
alternative restaurant, or even something different entirely such as the nearest tube station to the restaurant,
this would constitute a new goal. In the HIS system, the duration of a dialog is defined as being the
interaction needed to satisfy a single goal. Hence by definition, the user goal model simplifies trivially to
a delta function, i.e.

P(s0ujsu) = δ(s0u;su): (12)

Substituting equation 12 into equation 11 gives

b0(s0u;a0u;s0d) = k �P(o0ja0u)P(a0ujs0u;am)∑
sd

P(s0djs0u;a0u;sd;am)b(s0u;sd) (13)

To further simplify belief updating, it will be assumed thatat any timet, Su can be divided into a number
of equivalence classes where the members of each class are tied together and are indistinguishable. These
equivalence classes will be calledpartitions of user goal space. Initially, all statessu 2 Su are in a single
partition p0. As the dialog progresses, this root partition is repeatedly split into smaller partitions. This
splitting is binary

p!fp0; p� p0g with probability P(p0jp): (14)

Since multiple splits can occur at each time step, this binary split assumption places no restriction on the
possible refinement of partitions from one turn to the next.

Given that user goal space is partitioned in this way, beliefs can be computed based on partitions ofSu

rather than on the individual states ofSu. Initially the belief state is just

b0(p0) = 1: (15)

Whenever a partitionp is split, its belief mass is reallocated according to equation 14, i.e.

b(p0) = P(p0jp)b(p) and b(p� p0) = (1�P(p0jp))b(p) (16)

Note that this splitting of the belief mass is simply a reallocation of existing mass, it is not a belief update.
It will be referred to asbelief refinement.

The belief update equation for a partitioned state space is easily derived from the non-partitioned case.
Let partitionp0 consist of statesfs0ujs0u 2 p0g, then summing both sides of equation 13 over allfs0ug gives,

b0(p0;a0u;s0d) = k �P(o0ja0u) ∑
s0
u2p0 P(a0ujs0u;am)∑

sd

P(s0djs0u;a0u;sd;am)b(s0u;sd) (17)

As a dialog progresses, the user goal partitions are split repeatedly to ensure that everything which has
been mentioned so far in the dialog is explicitly represented in the partitions. This being so, it is reasonable
to assume that

P(a0ujs0u;am) = P(a0ujp0;am) (18)

and

P(s0djs0u;a0u;sd;am) = P(s0djp0;a0u;sd;am) (19)
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Figure 2: Influence diagram for the Hidden Information Statedialog model

Hence, using these simplifying assumptions and equation 16, equation 17 becomes

b0(p0;a0u;s0d) = k �P(o0ja0u)P(a0ujp0;am)∑
sd

P(s0djp0;a0u;sd;am) ∑
s0
u2p0 b(s0u;sd)= k �P(o0ja0u)P(a0ujp0;am)∑

sd

P(s0djp0;a0u;sd;am)b(p0;sd)= k � P(o0ja0u)| {z }
observation

model

P(a0ujp0;am)| {z }
user act
model

∑
sd

P(s0djp0;a0u;sd;am)| {z }
dialog
model

P(p0jp)b(p;sd)| {z }
belief

refinement

(20)

wherep is the parent ofp0. Equation 20 is the belief update equation for the HIS model,it is shown in the
form of an influence diagram in Fig. 2. Note that in this diagram the dotted arrows represent the influence
of am andau on therefinementof p0 but not on its update i.e. they influence the splitting ofp0 but not its
conditional probability.

As shown by the labelling on equation 20, the HIS update equation depends on four probability distribu-
tions:

1. Observation Model- this is approximated by the N-best probability from the speech understanding
component

P(o0ja0u) � k0 �P(a0ujo) (21)

2. User Act Model- this is composed of two parts: the bigram probability of thecurrent user act type
given the preceding system act type, and a probability denoting the degree to which the current user
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act is consistent with the given partitionp0. Thus,

P(a0ujp0;am) � P(T (a0u)jT (am))P(M (a0u)jp0) (22)

whereT (a) denotes thetypeof the dialog acta, for example, the type of the act “inform(food=Indian)”
is inform. There are a total of 12 different dialog act types supportedby the HIS model and these are
described in detail section 4.3.M (a) denotes whether or not the dialog acta matchesthe current
partition p0. The first component can be estimated from a dialog corpus, the second component is
set to 1 if the act matches and zero otherwise.

3. Dialog Model- this is entirely heuristic.

P(s0djp0;a0u;sd;am) = 1 iff s0d is consistent withp0;a0u;sd;am (23)= 0 otherwise (24)

The way that this is computed in the HIS model is described in section 4.5.

4. Belief Refinement- this depends on the ontology rules used to define the application domain. User
goals are built using probabilistic context free rules, with rule probabilities seta priori. If the
sequence of rulesr1; r2; : : : ; rk is used to split partitionp into sub-partitionp0, the belief refinement
probability is

P(p0jp) = k

∏
i=1

P(r i) (25)

whereP(r) is the prior probability of ruler. This process is described in more detail in section 4.2.

Having described the mathematical basis of the HIS model, the remainder of this report describes its
specific implementation.

4 Implementation of the HIS Model

This section describes a specific implementation of the HIS model. It begins with a high level overview
of how the model operates. It then describes each of the main components in more detail.

4.1 Overview of HIS Model Operation

Before describing the details of the HIS system, it will be helpful to give a brief overview of the principle
data structures and the overall operation. As shown in Fig. 3, the inputs to the system consist of an
observation from the user and the previous system act. The observation from the user typically consists of
an N-best list of user acts, each tagged with their relative probability. The user goal is represented by a set
of branching tree structures each of which initially consist of just a single node. These tree structures can
be grown downwards by applying ontology rules which describe the application domain. For example,
there might be a rule which states that avenue can be either ahotel, a restaurant or abar. In each
case, the derived venues will have further nodes describingfeatures of that type of venue. Ambiguity is
represented by allowing nodes to expand into multiple alternatives. Each distinct tree forms a partition
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of user goal space as described in section 3. The initial single tree node represents a single partition with
belief unity. As the trees are grown, the partitions are repeatedly split allowing the belief assignment to
be refined. Eventually, the hope is that a single complete tree will be formed which represents the actual
user’s goal and that this tree has a high belief.

The tree growing process is driven entirely by the dialog acts exchanged between the system and the
user. Every turn, the previous system act and each input useract is matched against every partition in
the branching tree structure. If a match can be found then it is recorded. Otherwise the ontology rules
are scanned to see if the tree representing that partition can be extended to enable the act to match. For
example, if the act wasrequest(ensuite), and the partition represented the higher level nodevenue,
then the venue node would be extended to a hotel node with associated properties, one of which would be
ensuite. Therequest(ensuite) act would then match. Note however that an ontology rule can be used
to extend a specific node just once. This ensures that all partitions are unique and there are no duplicates.

Once the matching and partition splitting is complete, all the partitions are rescanned and where possible
each hypothesised input user act is attached to each partition. Similarly the system act is attached to each
partition (not shown in the figure). The combination of a partition and an input user act(p;au) forms a
partial hypothesis and the user act model probability is calculated as in equation 22.

As explained above, partitions are grown based entirely on dialog act inputs. If the user (or the system)
mentions a node such asensuite this will cause other nodes to be created. The grounding status of each
tree node is recorded in a dialog state data structure. Sincethe grounding status of a tree node can be
uncertain, any(p;au) pair can have multiple dialog states attached to it. However, unlike the user act
component of the state which is memoryless, the dialog componentsd evolves as the dialog progresses.
Thus, at the beginning of each dialog cycle, the various dialog state instances are attached directly to
the partitions. Once the input user acts have been attached to the partitions, the current dialog states are
extended to represent the new information in the dialog acts. At this point, the dialog state probabilities
given by equation 24 are computed. At the end of the turn, identical dialog states attached to the same
partition can be merged2 ready for the next cycle.

Every triple(p;au;sd) represents a single dialog hypothesishk. The belief in eachhk is computed using
equation 20 and the complete set of valuesb(hk) represents the current estimate of the POMDP belief
state. However, unlike a full POMDP, the current version of the HIS model does not do forward planning.
Instead, each hypothesishk is examined and all possible system dialog acts are generated. All of these
candidate system dialog acts are collected together into a pool fai

mg and the conditional utilityU(ai
mjhk)

calculated for each. The expected utility of each candidatecan then be computed and the candidate with
the maximum utility chosen as the next system move.

am = argmax
i

(
∑
k

b(hk)U(ai
mjhk)) (26)

The details of how candidate system acts are generated and utilities are calculated are given later in sec-
tion 5.

4.2 User Goal Trees and Ontology Rules

User goals are represented by a branching tree structure whose hierarchy reflects both the natural structure
of the data and a natural order in which to introduce the individual concepts into a conversation. User goal

2This merging operation is not essential and is not actually done in the current implementation
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Figure 3: Overview of the HIS System operation

trees are constructed from four types of tree node:

1. class nodes - these have non-terminal offspring. Conceptually a class node represents an instance
of a type, and the offspring of the node denote the members of that type.

2. lexical nodes - these have only terminal offspring i.e. atoms.

3. subclass nodes - these have no offspring. They act like a tag to the parent node indicating a par-
ticular flavour of that class. They are provided mainly for notational convenience, especially in the
way that database entitities are defined.

4. atomic nodes - these are the offspring of lexical nodes. They represent actual values such asHotel
Grand, Jazz, yes, 27, etc.

An example of a fully expanded user goal tree is shown in Fig. 4. This example is a simplified repre-
sentation of a restaurant. The top level node represents an arbitrary entity. It has a subclassvenue and
corresponding subclass memberstype, name, andlocation. These members are generic for any kind
of venue (e.g. restaurant, bar, hotel, etc). In this case, the type is a restaurant with restaurant-specific
class membersfood, music anddecor. The location is specified as a specific address and thereforehas
astreet member. It could have been specified by some other means such as nearto, gridref, etc, and
these would be alternate subclasses of location.

User goal trees are built using a set of rules which adhere to the syntax set out in Fig. 53. As an example,
the rules set out in Fig. 6 describe the restaurant goal described above. There are two basic forms of rules:

3Atomic names containing non-alphadigit characters must beenclosed in double quotes
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entity

venue type name

restaurant food music

location

Italian Toni's

address street

Main StreetJazz

class subclass

lexical atom

Node Types

decor

Roman

Figure 4: Example Fully Expanded User Goal Tree

class definition rules and lexical definition rules. The basic function of these should be clear from the
table, however, some of the details require further explanation.

Firstly, the members of a class can have an optional “+” or “-”specifier indicating that the node is primarily
selectionalor informational, respectively. These markers are optional and only influence the selection of
system responses. The plus specifier indicates that a value is normally required for that member in order
to identify the requested entity. Conversely, the minus specifier indicates that the member will rarely be
specified by the user to identify the entity but does contain information that the user may wish to know
about once the entity has been selected. In the example rules, the food type is marked with a “+” since it is
frequently specified by users in order to identify a suitablerestaurant, whereas thedecor is marked with
a “-” since it is rarely specified by users when searching for an appropriate restaurant. It might, however,
be required once a candidate restaurant has been located.

Secondly, note that in the left hand side of class definition rules, a simple name can be qualified using a
dotted path notation. This is provided as a convenience to allow generic labels such asname to be used in
different contexts, and then specific instances identified.In the example, the lexical definition forname is
qualified byvenue to distinguish it from other types of name.

Thirdly, a class definition rule can have simple equality constraints applied to its members. For example,
in a travel booking system, a route might be specified as

route -> singleleg(fromplace,toplace) [toplace != fromplace];

In this case, any partition which instantiates thefromplace andtoplace members with the same value
will be marked as inconsistent and its belief will be set to zero.

Finally, all rules can have a probability assigned to them. Where no probability is given, then equal
probability is assumed. These probabilities represent prior knowledge. In the example, the venue type is
restaurant with probability 0.35. This would reflect the fact that in practice when users want to locate a
venue, 35% of the time they require a restaurant. As explained in section 4.4, these prior probabilities are
used to reallocate belief mass when a partition is split.

The ontology rules defined above describe the structure of the data. The data itself must be stored in a
second file in the form of entity definitions, where each entity consists of a list of attribute value pairs. An
example entity definition is shown in Fig. 7. Entity definitions must begin with anid attribute and should
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ruleset = ruledef";" { ruledef ";" } {dbasefile}
ruledef = classdef | lexdef
classdef = classinst "->" [subclass] [classbody] [cond] [prob]
classbody = "(" [opt] member { "," [opt] member } ")"
lexdef = classinst "=" "(" atom[prob] {"|" atom[prob] ")"
prob = "{" float "}"
cond = "[" classinst op classinst "]"
opt = "-" | "+"
classinst = name {"." name}
member = name
subclass = name
atom = name
op = "==" | "!="
dbasefile = "+" "filename"

Figure 5: Syntax of HIS Ontology Rules

entity -> venue(type,name,location) {0.2};
type -> restaurant(+food,music,-decor) {0.35}
location -> addr(street) {0.8};
venue.name = ("Toni’s","Quick Bite", ....);
food = (Italian,Chinese,English, ...);
music = (Jazz,Pop,Folk, ...);
decor = (Traditional,Roman,ArtDeco,...
street = ("Main Street", "Market Square", ...);

Figure 6: Example of using Ontology Rules

normally includename andtype attributes. All remaining attribute-value pairs are arbitrary but must be
consistent with the rules. For example, all values must appear in at least one lexical definition4.

The HIS system attempts to interpret attribute value pairs in a flexible way. For example, given the
location rule in Fig. 6, an address could be specified by any of: addr("Main Street"), location("Main
Street") or street("Main Street"). Note, however, that if there was also a rule such as

location -> nearto(street);

then the latter two forms would be ambiguous.
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id("R23")
name("Toni’s")
type("restaurant")
food("Italian")
addr("Main Street")
near("Cinema")
phone("2095252")
decor("Roman")

Figure 7: Example Database Entity Definition

acttype( [q . ]  a  [ = x] , .... )
item

qualifier name value

Figure 8: Structure of a Dialog Act

4.3 Dialog Acts

As shown in Fig 8, a dialog act consists of a type and a list of zero or morename=value pairs referred to
asitems. An item name refers to a node in a user goal tree, it can be a simple name or a qualified name
where the qualifier is either the name of the parent node or thename of the parent’s subclass, if any. There
may be zero or many items in a single act, and the interpretation depends on the act type of which there
are 15 in total. Note that this form of dialog act maps very naturally onto the DATE scheme, thus allowing
easy integration into existing Talk systems.

The full set of acts supported by the HIS system is summarisedin Table 1. The meaning of each act should
be clear from the table, but the following amplifies a number of important points.

Firstly, the HIS system does not support multiple dialog acts in a single turn. Thus, for example, if

U: inform(food=Italian)
U: inform(music=Jazz)

is input to the system, it is interpreted as

U: inform(food=Italian) {0.5}
U: inform(music=Jazz) {0.5}

i.e. the user said either that the food is Italianor that the music is Jazz with equal probability. To convey
both pieces of information in a single turn, aninform act with two items must be used, i.e.

U: inform(food=Italian, music=Jazz)

In some cases, items are treated differently depending on their position in the item list. For example,

4Numbers are dealt with as a special case
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S: confreq(type=restaurant,food)

is a request to confirm that the required type is restaurant and then request a value for food. If the response
was

U: affirm(type=restaurant, food=Italian)

this would confirm the type and provide the required food information. In fact,

U: affirm(food=Italian)

would have the same effect since the sequence

S: confirm(type=restaurant)
U: affirm()

is identical to

S: confirm(type=restaurant)
U: affirm(type=restaurant)

If negate is used, however, the first item is always taken to be a correction thus the response

U: negate(food=Russian)

would be interpreted as “No, the food is not Italian, it is Russian”.

When an act is processed by the HIS system, its items are matched against the user goal tree. If a value is
given, then an item can only match if there is an atomic leaf node with the same value and its parent (or
the subclass of its parent) matches the name of thename=value pair. If no value is given then the name
must match a node in the tree. If the name is qualified, then thequalifier must match the parent (or the
subclass of the parent) of the matched node.

User dialog acts are presented to the system as lists of alternatives. Each alternative can have a probability
attached to it. All acts without probabilities are assumed equally likely and assigned probabilities so as to
make the total sum to one. Every input list must include a nulldialog act with a non-zero probability. If
no null act is included, the system inserts one.

4.4 Partitions and Partition Splitting

Section 4.2 explained how a single user goal is encoded in a branching tree structure. In fact, the HIS
system maintains a forest of partially and fully-expanded trees. Each partially expanded tree represents a
partition of equivalent user goal states. Each fully expanded tree is also a partition, but it is a singleton
partition i.e., it encodes a single user goal state.

This forest of trees is stored in such a way that no partition is duplicated, and the sum of the probability
of all partitions is always unity. As shown in Fig. 9(a), at system start up the user goal forest consists of
a single node calledtask. This single partitionp has beliefb(p) = 1 and it represents all possible user
goals. Since this node is built by default, all application rule sets must start with rules to expand this node.
Thus, in practice, the rule set shown in Fig. 6 must be augmented by a rule such as:
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entity
0.8

entity
0.2

venue type name location

task
0.7

task
0.3

P1

find
P2

P3

(c)

(b)

entity

task
0.7

task
0.3

P1

find
P2

(a)
task
1.0

P1 b=1.0

b=0.7

b=0.3

b=0.24

b=0.7

b=0.06

Figure 9: Example of Partition Splitting
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Act System User Description
hello()

p p
start dialog

bye()
p p

end dialog
inform(a=x,b=y,...)

p p
give information a=x, b=y, ...

request(a,b,...)
p p

request values for a,b, ...
confirm(a=x,b=y,..)

p � confirm a=x,b=y,..
confreq(a=x,..,c=z, d)

p � confirm a=x,..,c=z and request value of d
select(a=x,b=y)

p � select either a=x or b=y
affirm() � p

simple yes
affirm(a=x,b=y,...) � p

confirm a=x and give further info b=y, ...
negate() � p

simple no
negate(a=x,b=y,...) � p

no, a=x and give further info b=y, ...
repeat()

p p
request to repeat last act

reqalts() � p
request alternative goal

reqalts(a=x,..) � p
request alt with new information

null()
p p

null act - does nothing

Table 1: Supported Dialog Acts

task -> find(entity) {0.3};

which expresses the prior knowledge that 30% of the time, a user will wish to find something (e.g. a hotel,
a restaurant etc). Fig. 9(b) shows what happens when this rule is applied. Thetask node is split into two
parallel nodes and the probability mass is divided in proportion to the prior probability of applying the
rule. The result is two partitions with beliefsb= 0:7 andb= 0:3 respectively. Suppose now that the rule
for entity in Fig. 6 is applied, partition 2 is split to form a new partition and the belief mass is divided
again. The result is as shown in Fig. 9(c). And so the process continues. The result in this case is three
partitions which can be described via their leaf nodes as

P1: task {0.70}
P2: find(entity){0.24}
P3: find(venue(type,name,location)){0.06}

where the belief in each partition is shown in braces and always sums to one. Note that these prior
beliefs give relatively high weight to unexpanded nodes because they represent the largest equivalence
sets. However, once belief updating occurs, this situationis quickly reversed since the evidence typically
supports only the more specific partitions.

The above explains how partitions are split but not when. In fact partition splitting is entirely on demand
and it is driven by the items in the input user and system dialog acts. Referring back to Fig. 3, the first
stage of the dialog cycle is to match the items of all of the input user acts and the previous system act
against all of the existing partitions. Note that the act type is not relevant here since the goal is simply to
expand the partitions sufficiently to match as many as possible of the input act items. Each item of each
act is taken in turn and applied against each existing partition. If the item matches the partition, then the
result is recorded and nothing further happens. If however the item does not match, then the ontology
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Figure 10: Splitting a Partition with a Shared Expansion Node

rules are scanned and the system tests to see whether the current partition could be extended sufficiently
to allow the item to match. If it concludes that a match is possible, then the partition is extended and a
match is recorded. For example, if the user goal forest was asshown in Fig. 9(b) at the point when the
item (music=Jazz) was received, then the system would determine that a match could be achieved by
first expanding theentity node using the first rule in Fig. 6. This node is referred to as the expansion
node. The newly created offspring of the expansion node includesatype node and this can be expanded
using the second rule in Fig. 6. Finally, expanding the lexical nodemusic to derive the atomic nodeJazz
would allow the required match. Having determined that it isindeed possible to construct amatching
subtreewhich if attached to the expansion node would support an itemmatch, then that matching subtree
is created.

The detailed implementation of this splitting process needs to consider a number of subtleties. Firstly,
in order to ensure that all partitions are unique, a rule mustbe applied to a node only once. This is
implemented by attaching to each expanded node, a referenceto the rule used to expand it. It is then
simple to check whether or not a rule has been applied before to that node, and if it has, the rule cannot
be applied again. Secondly, when node expansion results in multiple levels of rule application, then new
subtree nodes will be created with probability less than one. In each such case, a new parallel node
must be created to hold theunusedprobability mass. Each new node created in this way creates anew
partition. An example of this is shown in Fig. 9 where the expansion of partitionP1:task to give partition
P3:find(venue(type,name,location)) results in an intermediate partitionP2:find(entity) being
created. In the further expansion needed to accommodate theitem (music=Jazz), the expansion of the
type node with probability 0.35 torestaurant would leave a paralleltype node with probability 0.65
and this would form yet another partition.

Finally, as an act item is tested against successive partitions, there may be other partitions which have not
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yet been examined but which share the same expansion node. Each of these as yet unexamined partitions,
must be cloned and the expansion node replaced by the leaf nodes of the matching subtree. For example,
in Fig. 10, there are two partitions

Px: find(venue(restaurant(food,music,decor)))
Py: find(venue(restaurant(food,music(Jazz),decor)))

If now the itemfood=Italian is matched against Py, then a new partition

Pyy: find(venue(restaurant(food(Italian),music(Jazz),decor)))

is created. However, the expansion nodefood is shared with Px, and hence a further partition

Pxx: find(venue(restaurant(food(Italian),music,decor)))

must also be created.

4.5 Constructing Hypotheses and the Dialog state

The previous subsections have explained how partitions aregrown as a side effect of attempting to match
dialog act items. Once all input items have been processed and all possible matches made, the next step is
to construct a new set of updated beliefs for the current dialog turn. As indicated by Fig. 3, belief update is
implemented by building an explicit list of hypotheses where each hypothesis corresponds to one possible
combination ofp0, a0u ands0d in the left hand side of equation 20. At the start of each turn,each partitionp
has attached to it a list of possible dialog state recordssd where each combinationfp;sdg corresponds to
the final term in equation 20.

The dialog state records information about the dialog history which is relevant to the decision making
process. In the current HIS system, this information consists of a count of the number of times a user
goal node is referenced by the system and a count of the numberof times a user goal node is refer-
enced by the user. In future systems, this information will very likely be augmented. Indeed, the dialog
state is an ideal place to embed heuristic knowledge into thesystem since the actual probability function
P(s0djp0;a0u;sd;am) is deterministic and it is conditioned on the full system state space and the preceding
dialog acts. From the programming perspective, this translates into a function which has all available
infomation in its inputs and which returns 0 or 1.

During partition splitting, each derived partition inherits the full set of dialog state records from its parent
partition. This generates the setfp0;sdg with refined beliefsP(p0jp)b(p;sd). New hypotheses are then
constructed by attaching all matching user actsa0u to each refined partition. For each user act, all of the
dialog state records attached to that partition are copied and attached to the user act. This generates all
possible combinations ofp0, a0u andsd. The partitionssd are updated and new beliefsb(p0;a0u;s0d) = b(hk)
are calculated according to equation 20.

Figure 11 illustrates hypothesis updating in more detail. In this example, the system had previously out-
put inform(music=Jazz) and the user’s response was eitherrequest(food) or repeat(). Previously
there were two dialog states hypothesised for the given fragment of partitionp0 and after completing the
turn, there are four distinct dialog states. This expansionoccurs because the alternate user acts reference
different elements inp0 such that the user count for thefood node is incremented in one case and not the
other.
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type
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p'
S: inform(music=Jazz)
U: request(food)

S: inform(music=Jazz)
U: repeat()

food:   s(0);          u(0)->u(1)
music: s(1)->s(2); u(0)
Jazz:   s(0)->s(1); u(0)

food:   s(0);          u(2)->u(3)
music: s(0)->s(1); u(0)
Jazz:   s(0)->s(1); u(0)

food:   s(0);          u(0)
music: s(1)->s(2); u(0)
Jazz:   s(0)->s(1); u(0)
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Jazz:   s(0)->s(1); u(0)
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Figure 11: Example Hypotheses

5 A Greedy Theoretic Policy

As noted in the introduction and summarised in Figure 3, the current HIS system depends on a greedy
theoretic policy i.e. a policy based on the computation of immediate rewards or utilities rather than in the
case of a full POMDP where policies are based on expected future rewards.

The greedy policy is implemented as follows. Firstly, everyhypothesishk is scanned and all possible
system acts are proposed. Secondly, the candidate system acts are pooled and all duplicates removed.
Next a utilityU(ai

mjhk) is computed for each candidate system actai
m given hypothesishk. The utility of

each candidate system act is then averaged across all hypotheses (i.e. beliefs), and the act with the highest
expected utility is selected for output, i.e.

ã�m = argmax
i

(
∑
k

b(hk)U(ai
mjhk)) (27)

5.1 Generating Candidate System Acts

The generation of candidate system acts is rule based. Firstly, the terminals of each hypothesis are used as
search keys into the database. If the number of matching entities is exactly one5, then the entity is bound to
that hypothesis. If the number of matching entities is zero then the hypothesis is marked asoverspecified
and never considered again. For each hypothesis, the following generation rules are then applied:� if the partition is bound to an entity, then for every attribute value paira = v in that entity which

has never been mentioned before, propose the actinform(a=v).� if the partition is bound to an entity and all terminal valueshave been instantiated and mentioned
to the user at least once, propose the actbye().

5In future versions of the system, this will be increased to a small number of candidate entities to provide the
user with a choice.
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select key (i.e. it was marked with a “+” in the ontology rules), then propose the actrequest(a).� if the partition is not bound to any entity and there are no select keys, then for every non-atomic
leaf a propose the actrequest(a).� if the partition is bound to an entity, then for every atomic leaf valuev with a user count of just 1
and with parent or subclassa, propose the actconfirm(a=v).

After the above single item candidate system acts have been generated, the pool is rescanned and multiple
item acts are generated. For example, if two confirm acts refer to differing valuesv1 andv2 of the same
attributea, thenselect(a=v1,a=v2) is generated.

5.2 Computing Utilities

Given a specific hypothesis, the utility of a candidate system act with respect to that hypothesis is com-
puted as follows. Firstly, four heuristic metrics are computed:

risk - this measure is based on the ratio of the number of confirmed terminals to the total number of
instantiated terminals where a terminal is judged to have been confirmed if its user count is greater
than 1.

progress - this measure is based on the distance to go in terms of terminal instantiation before the partition
will bind with a unique entity in the database.

relevance - this attempts to measure the relevance of the proposed system act given the hypothesised user
act and the partition information. It is act dependent and entirely heuristic.

continuity - this measure is a combination of two sub-measures: the degree to which the candidate system
act is in focus with respect to the previous user act and the bigram probability of the system act type
given the previous user act type. The first sub-measure depends only on the items in the system act
and it is computed by counting the common ancestors in the partition tree of the system act items
and the user act items. The second sub-measure depends only on the act types.

Once these four measures have been computed, the utility of acandidate system actai
m given the hypoth-

esishk is calculated by:

U(ai
mjhk) = αrisk[t℄� risk+αprog[t℄�prog+αrelev[t℄� relev+αcont[t℄�cont (28)

wheret is the type ofai
m. α is an array of act type dependent weights which allow different emphasis to

be placed on different types of system act. For example,αrisk is negative for confirm acts and positive for
inform acts, thus encouraging caution when the risk is high.

6 Conclusions and Further Work

This report has outlined a new Bayes Net framework called theHidden Information State (HIS) model
for designing and implementing spoken dialog systems. The model is based on the SDS-POMDP but it
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avoids the usual computational issues associated with POMDPs by partitioning the space of user goals into
a small number of equivalence classes. Probabilistic context-free ontology rules are used to describe the
iterative splitting of partitions to eventually form unique goal states. By computing beliefs on partitions
rather than the underlying states, belief monitoring remains tractable even for complex real-world systems.

This initial version of the HIS system relies on several hand-crafted probability tables and a greedy pol-
icy based on somewhatad hocmetrics. The next phase of the development will include training these
tables from data and performing comparitive evaluations ofthe system using a hand-crafted system as the
baseline.

In addition to the need for proper training, there is also an outstanding problem relating to priors. In the
current system, priors are represented by the probabilities of context-free rewrite rules. These rules are
context independent and take no account of the very limited number of actual database entities available
to match the fully expanded user goal trees. The net effect isthat the model underestimates prior proba-
bilities, especially the probabilities of singleton partitions. This problem is currently mitigated by flooring
expansion rule probabilities but this is a very crude solution and it needs improving.

The current system is also limited to handling a single static user goal. Further work is needed to expand
the framework to support changing user goals.

Overall the HIS system is believed to represent a major step in solving the problem of scaling-up SDS-
POMDPs to handle real world applications. The next major step is to find methods of constructing efficient
policies which incorporate planning and this is the topic offuture research. In the meantime, armed
with a utility-based greedy theoretic planning algorithm,the inherent robustness of the HIS model to
understanding errors should enable it to compete with and perhaps exceed the performance of existing
dialog systems, even without the benefit of a globally optimised POMDP policy.
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Part II

Software Implementation

7 HIS Prototype Software Structure

7.1 Overall Structure

The prototype HIS system is implemented as a C++ class library. As illustrated by the dependency diagram
in Fig. 12, the software consists of six main modules:

DMan the DMan class provides the primary interface to the dialog manager.Its principal function is to
accept each incoming list of user dialog acts, apply each actto the user goal tree and then bind the
acts to matching partitions.

DialogState theDialogState class maintains a list of dialog hypotheses and a list of candidate system
acts. Each hypothesis is represented by an instance of theHypothesis class and each candidate is
represented by an instance of theCandidateSysAct class.

UserState this is the most complex module in the library. It provides the top levelUserState class, the
Partition class for representing each partition of the user state space, and theTreeNode class for
building the actual user goal trees.

Rules this module defines two main classes:RuleTable andDatabase. These data structures provide
the internal representations of the application definitionrules and database files.

Lex this is a simple lexical scanner used for parsing both the external definition files, and text string
representations of dialog acts.

7.2 A Simple Application Example

To build an application using the HIS manager, the application ontology rules and the database entities
must be defined. Examples of a simple application in the tourist domain are given in Fig. 13 and Fig. 146

TheDMan interface class provides a constructor and four basic methods for driving the dialog. The name of
the rules file is given to theDMan constructor as an argument, the corresponding database filename(s) are
listed in the rules file. Building the HIS dialog manager intoan application is very simple. As illustrated in
Fig. 15, a DMan instance is created, and then the four interface methodsStartTurn, DOut, DIn, EndTurn,
are repeatedly called in sequence.

Although the HIS system is primarily a class library, the prototype software distribution includes a simple
terminal input/output program calledTDMan which allows the “user” to type in user acts in response to
system acts.

An example session using this program in the SACTI tourist information domain is shown in Fig. 16. This
is a straightforward example in which the user requests a hotel. The system asks for a location and a price,

6These examples are simplified versions of the SACTI tourist domain.
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Lex

DiaAct Rules

UserState DialogState

DMan

HISLib

DMan(ruleFileName);
StartTurn();
DIn(daInputlist)
daOutput = DOut();
EndTurn();

Figure 12: Overall Software Structure

and based on this suggests the “Hotel President”. The user requests the phone number and address and
then closes the dialog. Fig. 17 shows a second example where the user requests a restaurant. This time
when the system requests a location, the user ignores this and requests a specific food type. A recogniser
ambiguity is simulated by entering two values for the food type. The system identifies two similar states
with similar beliefs and it outputs a select act to resolve the ambiguity.

The HIS software modules have extensive trace output capability which is documented in the headers of
the implementation files. Tracing is enabled by setting bitsin a TRACE configuration variable as in HTK
and ATK 7. As an example, Fig. 18 shows the active partitions and the candidate system act list at turn 3
of the restaurant dialog above.

7See htk.eng.cam.ac.uk
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# HIS Rules for simple tourist information system

# define tasks, just one here but more in practice
task -> find (entity){0.4};

# define the entities to find
entity -> +venue(-name, +type, +loc, -addr, -phone);
type -> +hotel(+pricerange, -ensuite, -roomsize, -withBreakfast){0.4};
type -> +restaurant(+food, +pricerange, -pricemeal, -music){0.3};
type -> +bar(+drink, -music);

# define generic entitities
addr -> (street);
loc -> xing(street) {0.3}; loc -> near(street) {0.7};
ensuite -> (boolean); withBreakfast -> (boolean);
pricemeal -> (number); phone -> (number);

size = (large | medium | small );
boolean = (yes|no); number =(0);

# enumerate all the atomic types

venue.name = ("Hotel Primus" | "Hotel President" | "Royal Hotel" |
"Bochka" | "Siberian Tiger" | .... );

music = ("Bolchoi musicians"|"soft jazz" | "rock" | "classical" );
street = ( "Alexander Street" | "Castle Loop" | "North Road" |

| "Main Street" | "Fountain Road" | "West Loop" | ... );
food = ( snacks | sandwiches | Russian | French | ... );
drink = ( beer | "Mexican beer" | wine | stouts | cocktails );
pricerange = ( expensive | moderate | inexpensive | cheap );

# define dbase data files - must be in same directory as rule files
+"dbase.txt"

Figure 13: Example Application Ontology Rules
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id("H1")
name("Hotel Primus")
type("hotel")
addr("Alexander Street")
xing("West Loop")
near("Main Square")
phone("2094227")
pricerange("moderate")
ensuite("yes")
roomsize("large")

id("R2")
name("Siberian Tiger")
type("restaurant")
addr("West Loop")
near("Fountain Road")
phone("7095926")
pricemeal("38")
pricerange("expensive")
food("Russian")
music("Bolchoi musicians")

...etc

Figure 14: Example Database Entity Definitions
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// global variables
DiaActPtrList dalist; // list of input dialog acts from user
DiaActPtr sysact; // system dialog act for output to user
DMan *dm; // HIS dialog manager

// instantiate a HIS dialog manager using the application
// rules and dbase stored in application.txt
DMan *dm = new DMan("application.txt");

// loop endlessly send input dialog acts to dm, and
// recieving system acts to output. OuputSystemAct
// and GetDialogActList represent the rest of the
// dialog system external to the HIS manager.

do {
// start a new turn
dm->StartTurn();

// output prompt to user. Eg convert the
// dialog act to words and send to synthesiser
sysact = dm->DOut();
OutputSystemAct(sysact);

// input list of dialog acts from user. Eg
// extract N-best list from recogniser, and
// parse to extract
dalist = GetDialogActList();
dm->DIn(dalist);

// signal end of turn
dm->EndTurn();

}

Figure 15: Application Program Structure
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Sys> hello()
DA1> request(hotel)

Sys> confirm(type.hotel)
DA1> affirm(near=Museum)

Sys> confirm(near=Museum)
DA1> affirm()

Sys> request(hotel.pricerange)
DA1> inform(=moderate)

Sys> confirm(pricerange=moderate)
DA1> affirm()

Sys> inform(name="Hotel President")
DA1> request(phone)

Sys> inform(phone=7192277,name="Hotel President")
DA1> request(addr)

Sys> inform(addr="Castle Loop",name="Hotel President")
DA1> bye()

Figure 16: Example Dialog 1: Simple Hotel Request
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Sys> hello()
DA1> request(restaurant)

Sys> confirm(type.restaurant)
DA1> affirm()

Sys> request(venue.loc)
DA1> inform(food=Indian){0.6}
DA2> inform(food=Russian){0.4}

Sys> select(food=Indian,food=Russian)
DA1> inform(food=Indian)

Sys> inform(restaurant.name="Saint Petersburg")
DA1> bye()

Figure 17: Example Dialog 2: Restaurant Request
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Turn: 3: System Act = request(venue.loc) P(Au|O)=1.00

Partition[5]: unique belief=2.00e-001 treeprob=0.024 parent=2

| ---------------------------------task
| / \
| find -----------------------------entity-----------------------------
| / \ \ \ \ \
| venue ------------type--------------- name loc addr phone
| / \ \ \ \
| restaurant food prange pmeal music
| |
| Russian
|

Partition[4]: unique belief=2.00e-001 treeprob=0.024 parent=2

| ---------------------------------task
| / \
| find -----------------------------entity-----------------------------
| / \ \ \ \ \
| venue ------------type--------------- name loc addr phone
| / \ \ \ \
| restaurant food prange pmeal music
| |
| Indian
|

Partition[2]: generic belief=6.00e-001 treeprob=0.072 parent=0

| --------------------------------task
| / \
| find ----------------------------entity----------------------------
| / \ \ \ \ \
| venue -----------type-------------- name loc addr phone
| / \ \ \ \
| restaurant food prange pmeal music
|

Partition[3]: generic belief=5.00e-003 treeprob=0.280 parent=0

| ---------------task
| / \
| find -----------entity-----------
| / \ \ \ \ \
| venue type name loc addr phone
|

Partition[1]: generic belief=5.00e-003 treeprob=0.600 parent=0

| task
|

5 partitions: 0 init, 3 gen, 0 grp, 2 uniq, 0 ospec, 0 incon
Like Ratio = 1.00; Tree prob = 1.000
====================================================================================================

Candidate System Acts
select(food=Indian,food=Russian) Util = 0.172
request(restaurant.prange) Util = -0.032
request(restaurant) Util = -0.032
request(venue.loc) Util = -0.065
request(venue) Util = -0.065
request(restaurant.food) Util = -0.131
request(venue.type) Util = -0.230
confirm(food=Indian) Util = -1.331
inform(name=Saint Petersburg) Util = -1.692 Entity = restaurant:Saint Petersburg
inform(pmeal=20,name=Saint Petersburg) Util = -1.797 Entity = restaurant:Saint Petersburg
inform(prange=moderate,name=Saint Petersburg) Util = -1.797 Entity = restaurant:Saint Petersburg
inform(addr=Park Road,name=Saint Petersburg) Util = -1.817 Entity = restaurant:Saint Petersburg
inform(phone=7812311,name=Saint Petersburg) Util = -1.817 Entity = restaurant:Saint Petersburg
inform(food=Indian,name=Saint Petersburg) Util = -2.276 Entity = restaurant:Saint Petersburg
confirm(food=Russian) Util = -2.532
inform(name=Siberian Tiger) Util = -2.772 Entity = restaurant:Siberian Tiger
inform(music=Bolchoi musicians,name=Siberian Tiger) Util = -2.842 Entity = restaurant:Siberian Tiger
inform(pmeal=38,name=Siberian Tiger) Util = -2.842 Entity = restaurant:Siberian Tiger
inform(prange=expensive,name=Siberian Tiger) Util = -2.842 Entity = restaurant:Siberian Tiger
inform(addr=West Loop,name=Siberian Tiger) Util = -2.855 Entity = restaurant:Siberian Tiger
inform(phone=7095926,name=Siberian Tiger) Util = -2.855 Entity = restaurant:Siberian Tiger
inform(food=Russian,name=Siberian Tiger) Util = -3.162 Entity = restaurant:Siberian Tiger
inform(near=Fountain,name=Siberian Tiger) Util = -4.932 Entity = restaurant:Siberian Tiger
inform(near=Park,name=Saint Petersburg) Util = -4.932 Entity = restaurant:Saint Petersburg

Figure 18: Example of System Tracing
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Appendix - contents of the D4.3 deliverable CD

The prototype deliverable for D4.3 consists of a C++ class library and a simple demonstration of its use.
The CD contains:

1. a PDF version of this report

2. a folder calledinclude containing all the HIS header files

3. a folder calledwindows containing a compiled HIS class libraryHISLib.lib

4. a folder calledlinux containing a compiled HIS class libraryHISLib.a

5. a folder calleddemo containing a simple driver program for the HIS library called TDMan.cpp
consisting of the executablesdemo.exe for Windows anddemo for Linux, a configuration file called
cfg, a set of example ontology rules calledrules.txt and a small database calleddbase.txt.

To run the demo, simply type

demo -C cfg rules.txt

To run one of the two canned dialogs listed above, type

demo -C cfg -n 1 rules.txt

or

demo -C cfg -n 2 rules.txt

To change the trace output, modify the flag bits incfg.

To compile a program, include the header files ininclude and link with the appropriate version of
HISLib.
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